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A Christian classic that’s inspired and challenged believers for more than four centuries! From the stoning of Stephen to
his own perilous time—Reformation-era England—Foxe chronicles the lives, suffering, and triumphant deaths of Christian
martyrs and traces the roots of religious persecution. Includes a preface that places Foxe’s masterpiece in spiritual and
historical context. John Foxe (1516–1587), was an English Puritan preacher and author of The Book of Martyrs, a graphic
and polemic account of those who suffered for the cause of Protestantism.
"One of the first great events in Christian history was the Council of Nicaea in 325 AD, convened to organize Christian
sects and beliefs into a unified doctrine. The great Christian clergymen who wrote before this famous event are referred
to as the Ante-Nicenes and the Apostolic Fathers, and their writings are collected here in a ten-volume set. The AnteNicenes lived so close to the time of Christ that their interpretations of the New Testament are considered more authentic
than modern voices. But they are also real and flawed men, who are more like their fellow Christians than they are like
the Apostles, making their words echo in the ears of spiritual seekers. In Volume VI of the 10-volume collected works of
the Ante-Nicenes first published between 1885 and 1896, readers will find the writings of: Gregory Thaumaturgus
Dionysius, pope of Alexandria Julius Africanus, a Christian historian who wrote a history of the world from Creation to 221
bishops Antolius of Constantinople, Archelaus of Carchar, and Peter of Alexandria Alexander of Cappadocia, bishop of
Jerusalem until he was taken prisoner by the Romans Theognostus, Pierius, and Thenas of Alexandria Phileas, a
philosopher from Thmuis Pamphilus, patron of the library at Caesarea Malchion, a rhetorician from Antioch Alexander,
bishop of Alexandria, who drew up the Acts during the Council of Nicaea the martyr Methodius Arnobius, an early
Christian apologist"
(A DISTANT GRIEF... . . . is about the persecuted Christians in Uganda and is a compelling witness to the Western
Church. It confirms the truth that in suffering is the glory, richness and power of Jesus Christ known fully. The force of the
underworld is expressed as the book recounts the diabolical mind and actions of Idi Amin. But Christ is sufficient and
wipes the tears from the eyes of His martyred saints and the burgeoning Body of believers in East Africa.
A Trusted Introduction to the Church Fathers This concise introduction to the church fathers connects evangelical
students and readers to twelve key figures from the early church. Bryan Litfin engages readers with actual people, not
just abstract doctrines or impersonal events, to help them understand the fathers as spiritual ancestors in the faith. The
first edition has been well received and widely used. This updated and revised edition adds chapters on Ephrem of Syria
and Patrick of Ireland. The book requires no previous knowledge of the patristic period and includes original, easy-toread translations that give a brief taste of each writer's thought.
Augustine, the man with upturned eye, with pen in the left hand, and a burning heart in the right (as he is usually represented), is a
philosophical and theological genius of the first order, towering like a pyramid above his age, and looking down commandingly upon
succeeding centuries. He had a mind uncommonly fertile and deep, bold and soaring; and with it, what is better, a heart full of Christian love
and humility. He stands of right by the side of the greatest philosophers of antiquity and of modern times. We meet him alike on the broad
highways and the narrow footpaths, on the giddy Alpine heights and in the awful depths of speculation, wherever philosophical thinkers
before him or after him have trod. As a theologian he is facile princeps, at least surpassed by no church father, schoolman, or reformer. With
royal munificence he scattered ideas in passing, which have set in mighty motion other lands and later times. He combined the creative
power of Tertullian with the churchly spirit of Cyprian, the speculative intellect of the Greek church with the practical tact of the Latin. He was
a Christian philosopher and a philosophical theologian to the full.
Sozomen, a native of Palestine, was a Church historian who lived in the 5th century A.D. His Ecclesiastical History consists of nine books,
which roughly coincide with the reign of Roman emperors.
Acts and Monuments by John Foxe, popularly abridged as Foxe's Book of Martyrs, is a celebrated work of church history and martyrology,
first published in English in 1563 by John Day. Published early in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I and only five years after the death of the
Roman Catholic Queen Mary I, Foxe's Acts and Monuments was an affirmation of the Protestant Reformation in England during a period of
religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants. Foxe's account of church history asserted a historical justification that was intended to
establish the Church of England as a continuation of the true Christian church rather than as a modern innovation, and it contributed
significantly to a nationalistic repudiation of the Roman Catholic Church. The sequence of the work, initially in five books, covered first early
Christian martyrs, a brief history of the medieval church, including the Inquisitions, and a history of the Wycliffite or Lollard movement. It then
dealt with the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, during which the dispute with Rome had led to the separation of the English Church from
papal authority and the issuance of the Book of Common Prayer. The final book treated the reign of Queen Mary and the Marian
Persecutions. (courtesy of wikipedia.com)
Filmed on location in the Holy Land, Jesus: the Way, the Truth, and the Life is a new and fresh look at Jesus -- who he is, what he is really
like, what he taught, and what he did for our salvation. This encounter with Christ will inspire and empower you to center your entire life
around him as you come to know and love him in an ever-deeper and more intimate way.

Griffin Reed is the widowed rector for the prestigious campus of Avenell University. The gentle atmosphere of Avenell is jolted
when a Pulitzer-prizewinning playwright is found dead at Avenell's Martyr's Chapel. While the authorities suspect a local hermit of
the crime, Father Grif has other suspicions, and with the comic assistance of his spinster sister and a prison chaplain, he uncovers
a surprising list of suspects.
Grief and its Transcendence: Memory, Identity, Creativity is a landmark contribution that provides fresh insights into the
experience and process of mourning. It includes fourteen original essays by pre-eminent psychoanalysts, historians, classicists,
theologians, architects, art-historians and artists, that take on the subject of normal, rather than pathological mourning. In
particular, it considers the diversity of the mourning process; the bereavement of ordinary vs. extraordinary loss; the contribution of
mourning to personal and creative growth; and individual, social, and cultural means of transcending grief. The book is divided into
three parts, each including two to four essays followed by one or two critical discussions. Co-editor Adele Tutter’s Prologue
outlines the salient themes and tensions that emerge from the volume. Part I juxtaposes the consideration of grief in antiquity with
an examination of the contemporary use of memorials to facilitate communal remembrance. Part II offers intimate first-person
accounts of mourning from four renowned psychoanalysts that challenge long-held psychoanalytic formulations of mourning. Part
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III contains deeply personal essays that explore the use of sculpture, photography, and music to withstand, mourn, and transcend
loss on individual, cultural and political levels. Drawing on the humanistic wisdom that underlies psychoanalytic thought, co-editor
Léon Wurmser’s Epilogue closes the volume. Grief and its Transcendence will be a must for psychoanalysts, psychotherapists,
psychiatrists, and scholars within other disciplines who are interested in the topics of grief, bereavement and creativity.
Some of the most important people in faith formation are often overlooked: adults. But how can parishes engage people living in a
postmodern world-people who consider themselves "spiritual but not religious," who may be suspicious of large institutions, and
whose experiences and world-views are as diverse as our parishes themselves? Nationally recognized educator Jane Regan
explores what important church documents say about evangelization and catechesis, and how they play a crucial role in thriving
adult faith communities. Then she offers practical ways parishes of all sizes and personalities can help people become true
disciples. With reflection and discussion questions throughout, Forming a Community of Faith is essential for Pastors, DREs, RCIA
teams, education advisory boards, parish councils, committee chairpersons and anyone who wishes to discover and nurture a
dynamic, mature, and fruitful faith. Book jacket.
The Catholic Church: A Brief Popular History is an engaging and informative survey of the major people, periods and events in
Church history. Designed with the introductory student in mind, the text is both accessible and thorough. An engaging vignette
opens each chapter, drawing the reader in by encouraging a personal connection to the people of the time. A chapter overview
then signals the material to follow. Throughout the text, sidebars highlight key persons and events, excerpts from primary sources
enrich the reading, connections with the Church today add relevance, and end-of-chapter questions prompt reflection and review.
Altogether, The Catholic Church: A Brief Popular History provides a solid foundation in major theological themes and prepares
students for further study.
Protestants and Catholics both claim that the early Church heritage of theology and broad consensus of the Church fathers favors their own
view. Protestants, from the beginning, claimed to be "reformers" of the Catholic Church; that is, they felt themselves to be hearkening back to
the more pure doctrines of the early Church and the Church fathers, rather than overturning historic Catholic doctrine. I shall contend in this
book, by means of massive documentation, that the "historical case" for Catholicism becomes stronger as the accumulation of patristic
evidence piles up. Catholics need not fear patristic data any more than they need fear the Bible. The discussion of what the Church fathers
believed must be undertaken by means of historical fact, and it can be determined (fairly conclusively in most cases, I submit) what a Church
father believed about various Christian doctrines. This volume surveys the beliefs of the Church fathers, particularly with regard to Catholic
"distinctives."
The Martyr's Chapel
Lacey Baldwin Smith takes us on a riveting journey through history as he examines one of the most baffling characteristics of the human
experience: the willingness to die to sanctify a deity, defend a cause, or simply to prove a point. By delving into the psyches, politics, and
personalities of martyrs like Thomas Becket, John Brown, and Gandhi, he illuminates the complex and elusive subject of martyrdom as it has
evolved over 2,500 years.
No description available
"Gamino and Ritter do an excellent job of providing cogent advice and helpful suggestions for how professionals can manage ethical
dilemmas that arise from the practice of grief counseling." -J. William Worden, PhD, ABPP Clinical Psychologist Laguna Niguel, California
Author, Grief Counseling and Grief Therapy, 4th Edition (From the Foreword) Essential reading for grief counselors, mental health clinicians,
death educators, hospice workers, clergy, funeral directors, and social workers. Grief counselors are confronted daily with a host of serious
ethical dilemmas, some so critical that they can drastically change the course of a counselor's practice and career. This practical and
authoritative guide serves as a comprehensive handbook for navigating the difficult ethical issues grief counselors confront daily with clients.
These include confidentiality, end-of-life issues, intimacies with clients, challenges posed by unnatural deaths, spiritual and cultural
considerations, and many more. To tackle these issues head on, Gamino and Ritter present the Five P Model, a customized process for
ethical decision-making that will help counselors outline a specific, step-by-step course of action to respond to the ethical dilemma at hand.
The book is also rich with case examples, both hypothetical and real-life, to demonstrate how to implement the Five P Model in practice, and
apply it to various ethical dilemmas. Among the key topics discussed: How to address ethical problems posed by Internet counseling, such as
authenticating identity, securing confidentiality, and intervening in a crisis Death competence on the part of the counselor and how the
counselor's own experience of grieving can inform counseling practice Guidance on how to report a colleague or face a complaint How to
meet ethical obligations towards clients when moving or closing a practice
A rabbi is killed and a Catholic procession is sprayed with gunfire in this crime thriller in the “beautifully written” Edgar-winning series (The
Washington Post). NYPD detective Neil Hockaday has acted on his conscience by reporting a fellow cop for bias and brutality—but there’s a
killer on the Manhattan streets who seems to have little concern with morality. First a rabbi is murdered by a shadowy figure right in front of
his shocked congregation. Then a group of Catholics is gunned down on Good Friday. Now, while coping with tensions within the force and
an ugly act of retaliation, Hock’s also under pressure from a panicked mayor, searching for a suspect whose motives may be rooted in
hatred, madness, or dark secrets from decades past . . . “Adcock fills the shell of the detective story to the bursting point with Catholic guilt,
self-laceration, and spiritual crisis, with a magnificent starring role for Hell’s Kitchen.” —Kirkus Reviews
In the autumn of 1873, one of the worst yellow fever epidemics in U.S. history swept through Shreveport. As the deadly scourge claimed a
quarter of the town's population, the dedicated efforts of five missionary priests offered a call to hope, even as they laid down their own lives
in the struggle. True martyrdom is vanishingly rare, extolled as the highest possible sacrifice, yet Shreveport bore abundant witness through
these five saintly priests. Their heroism in the midst of this tragic chapter is captured here by a trio of authors, winding a narrative that
transcends history to reveal complex themes of virtue, sacrifice and response in times of human crisis and suffering.
Meet Jesus more fruitfully in the Eucharist. Fr. Lovasik helps you recognize Christ's presence in the Eucharist, emphasizing Christ's Sacrifice
and showing how you can receive everything that God offers you in the Mass.
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